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Executive Summary
The City of Roseville and Koné Consulting have conducted a community needs assessment for the
purpose of guiding the use of Citizens Benefit Funds (CBF) and Roseville Employees Annual
Charitable Hearts (REACH) funds. As next steps identified during the Historical Assessment of the
Roseville Grants Program in 2013, the focus of this assessment includes: 1) revisiting the policy of
serial requests, 2) discussion and recommendation on whether to establish focus years, 3)
discussion and recommendation on measures of success, 4) opportunities to increase money
available for grants, 5) policy discussion and recommendation on whether the administrative costs
of administering the Grant Program be supported by the General Fund or covered by Grant Funds, 6)
ways to improve efficiencies and determine effectiveness of grant funding, 7) exploration and
recommendation on the use of funding priorities, 8) exploration of opportunities to streamline and
determine scope and ranking methodology based on local community needs.
To achieve the objective, a mixed-methods research approach was utilized, thus ensuring findings
represent a broad perspective. The approach included 26 key informant interviews, two community
workshops with a total of 39 participants, an online survey garnering 673 responses, and analysis of
extant data/reports to identify community needs, resources, and opportunities.
What became clear early on during this assessment is that
the Roseville grants program is a unique municipal funding
program that represents a commitment to the community
and part of what makes Roseville a special place. That said,
the community-at-large is not aware of the grants program,
so there is an opportunity to promote the work of the Grants
Advisory Commission (GAC) as well as the work of the
organizations that are utilizing CBF funding to serve the
community.

“The Roseville Grants Advisory
Commission offers a resource to

make a difference in our community
– the kind of thing that makes
Roseville a special place –
continuing the legacy.”

There was general consensus amongst stakeholders that grant funding priorities should align with
the initial intention and the sale of the hospital. This includes a broad definition of health and aligns
with the City Council goal of maintaining a healthy community. Stakeholders also agreed that there is
an opportunity to streamline current service categories and that the GAC should work to recommend
full funding of grant requests in priority areas to make a greater impact rather than funding smaller
amounts across applicants.
Roseville is also a rapidly growing community and is experiencing the benefits and the challenges
that comes with rapid growth. When asked about community needs, stakeholders most frequently
mentioned the need to address an increase in people experiencing homelessness in the community,
as well as a need for more affordable housing to address rising housing costs. Stakeholders also
reported a need for more mental health services and addressing the needs of youth who are currently
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underserved. There are other city and county efforts addressing these needs, so stakeholders
acknowledged that grant funding could not resolve these needs alone but could supplement other
efforts. There also remains a dilemma amongst stakeholders about whether the funds should be used
to address a specific need in the community or used to benefit as much of the community as possible.
Based on community feedback from the community workshops, the highest priority issues were
identified (in no particular order) as: 1) improved access to safe and affordable housing for all, 2) a
kinder, more inclusive & connected community; 3) improved physical, mental, and behavioral
health and wellness, 4) more education and training opportunities for all ages; 5) improved access
to quality arts and cultural resources for all, and 6) increased access to healthier food options for
lower income communities. There is agreement around using a mixture of qualitative and quantitative
data to measure the success of the grant program and an opportunity to improve the metrics through
standardizing and clarifying funding priorities.
Based on what was learned through the assessment, our recommendations are as follows.
Regarding Serial Requests, our recommendation is to:
- Fund new projects, innovative ideas, or one-time requests (strategic grants) differently than
ongoing services
- Set aside a percentage of funds for strategic grants
- Require current grantees to report on measurable results and consider performance when
considering requests for renewed funding
- Make grants for ongoing services (operational grants) on a biennial basis
Regarding Focus Years, our recommendation is to:
- Focus grants on one goal - to make Roseville healthier – defining health broadly through the
social determinants of health framework
- Coordinate with other city and county health efforts
To better define Measures of Success, our recommendations include:
- Implementing measures and targets for each funding priority based on input from
workshops
- Developing a logic model or theory of change that supports each funding priority
o Either GAC could create these or request applicants to describe in their proposals
- Use a Collective Impact Model to convene a community-wide collaboration on priorities and
results
o Support a common agenda, collaboration and shared measures
Regarding Administrative Costs and opportunities for Additional Funds, our recommendation is to:
- Continue to support administrative costs of the grant program through City general funds
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-

Consider requiring real and in-kind matching funds when awarding operational grants to
organizations to increase purchasing power

Regarding opportunities to Improve Efficiencies and Determining Effectiveness, our
recommendation is to:
- Transition to biennial granting for operational grants to decrease paperwork for grantees
and the GAC, freeing up time to focus on strategic grantmaking opportunities
- Develop stronger relationships with grantees post grantmaking
o Invite grantees to present at Commission meetings
o Formalize site visits
o Support relationships and collaboration between grantees through quarterly
meetings or other venues
- Share grantee performance results so they can be used to improve services provided
Regarding Funding Priorities, our recommendations are to:
- Align grant program funding priorities with the original intent and sale of the hospital
- Connect Citizens’ Benefit Fund (CBF) priorities with the City’s strategic plan goals related to
healthier community
- Increase communication about CBF, promote outcomes of the program, and convene on
priority issues
Regarding opportunities to streamline and determine Scope and Ranking Methodology based on
local community needs, our recommendation is to:
- Focus on social determinants of health in next grant cycle and the priorities identified by the
community in workshops
- During the next grantmaking cycle, GAC should recommend full funding of grant requests in
priority areas to make a greater impact
- Streamline current service categories
These recommendations provide a framework that will remain a relevant guide for GAC
recommendations and City Council funding decisions for years to come while also allowing the
flexibility to adapt to changing needs in the community. More details on the findings and
recommendations can be found in the body of this report.
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Approach
To achieve the objective of this assessment, a mixed-methods research approach was utilized, thus
ensuring findings represent a broad perspective. We conducted the following activities:
• 26 Key Informant Interviews – see Attachment A for interview protocol and Attachment B for
coded themes
• 2 Community Workshops (39 participants) – see Attachments E and G for the outcomes
• The first workshop was conducted using the Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA)
Technology of Participation (ToP) methodology to facilitate group processes
through a consensus-based approach that focuses on including all points of view,
perspectives and experiences.
• The second workshop was a performance measurement workshop using the PuMP
Blueprint developed by Stacy Barr. The PuMP Blueprint is a deliberate step-by-step
performance measurement process, wherein participants map measurable results,
design meaningful measures, and build buy-in to measures, leading to interpreting
signals from measures, reporting performance measures, and ultimately reaching
performance targets.
• Flash Vote Survey (673 respondents) – Attachment C
• Extant Data/Reports Synthesis
Quantitative Extant Data Sources

Community Workshops

• Census data
• Community Health Needs Assessment
• Homeless Point-in-Time Count
• CNA's from comparable cites

• Community service providers
• Consensus workshop on community priorities
• Detail on issues and options for measuring progress

A mixed-methods research approach adds value and complex answers
Key Informant Interviews

Online Survey

• Commissioners and City Council members
• City, County and Foundation partners
• Community service providers

• FlashVote system already in place
• Efficient investment for community feedback

Background
The City of Roseville and Koné Consulting have conducted a community needs assessment for the
purpose of guiding the use of Citizens Benefit Funds (CBF) and Roseville Employees Annual
Charitable Hearts (REACH) funds.
In 2013, the City prepared a Historical Assessment of the Roseville Grant Program. The Historical
Assessment evaluated the program since inception and made recommendations for continued
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implementation of the program. Phase one included a historical assessment of the grant process
including agencies funded, how many years, how many consecutive years, total awards for each
recipient and years requested vs. years granted. Phase two was a recommendation that the City have
a community needs assessment conducted that examines the process for awarding grants, along with
nonprofit and grant funding sources.
As next steps identified during the Historical Assessment, the focus of this assessment includes: 1)
revisiting the policy of serial requests, 2) discussion and recommendation on whether to establish
focus years, 3) discussion and recommendation on measures of success, 4) opportunities to
increase money available for grants, 5) policy discussion and recommendation on whether the
administrative costs of administering the Grant Program be supported by the General Fund or
covered by Grant Funds, 6) ways to improve efficiencies and determine effectiveness of grant
funding, 7) exploration and recommendation on the use of funding priorities, 8) exploration of
opportunities to streamline and determine scope and ranking methodology based on local
community needs.
The community needs assessment will be presented to the City Council for review and approval with
the intent of the Grants Advisory Commission to implement policy recommendations prior to the FY
2021/22 grant funding cycle.

Findings and Recommendations
Overview/Origins
“GAC funding shows a sense of community. Compassion. Heart.”
What became clear early on during this assessment is that the Roseville grants program is a unique
municipal funding program that represents a commitment to the community and part of what makes
Roseville a special place. There is pride amongst those interviewed that City leadership had the
foresight to turn the hospital sale into a way to benefit the community. The grant funding honors the
providers in the community and shows heart.
One interesting finding learned through the FlashVote survey is that the greater community (75%) is
not familiar with the Citizens Benefit Fund. There is an opportunity to promote the work of the
commission as well as the work of the organizations that are utilizing CBF funding to serve the
community.
“GAC honors nonprofits and those that really lay down such an investment of
time and talent and energy to really serve other people.”
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Community Needs
This community needs assessment is different than the community needs survey which is conducted
by the City through the Roseville Housing Authority every two years to better understand the housing
and service needs of the community. The results of the community needs survey were not available at
the writing of this report but should also be considered by the grants commission in the future to inform
funding priorities.
“Homelessness is pervasive – there’s
Homelessness
a misconception that it only exists in
Homelessness quickly became a theme when talking to
certain areas. Anywhere there is a
stakeholders about community needs. Homelessness was
creek or roadway – there is an
the most frequently mentioned need during interviews and
encampment.”
also as a write-in response on the survey. We looked into
data on homelessness and found that homelessness has
been increasing in the City of Roseville. 2020 data is not available at this time but should be taken
into consideration during the next grant cycle. According to the 2019 Point-in-time count results
(see attachment D) there were 258 people living homeless in the City of Roseville. Most were living in
Placer County at least one year before becoming homeless and 46% are considered chronically
homeless – living homeless for a year or more or having experienced four or more episodes of
homelessness in the past three years.
Stakeholders also discussed the related need for affordable housing. The demand for housing is
increasing as the city experiences rapid growth - 17% increase in population since 20101 and this
has impacted the housing market as well. In 2017, 39.2% of households in Roseville were costburdened, meaning they spend 30% or more of their monthly income on housing.
Other frequently mentioned community challenges or areas of need include mental health,
underserved youth, transportation/traffic, gentrification, community outreach, healthcare, and
parks.

Figure 1: Coded themes from interviews. Size of word represents the number of times it was mentioned.

1

https://www.roseville.ca.us/government/departments/economic_development/demographics
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Health
The next data source we looked into was the 2019 Community Health Needs Assessment conducted
by Kaiser Permanente for Kaiser Foundation Hospital-Roseville. According to this report, Roseville
hospital service area (HSA) is doing better than the state average in the areas of healthy eating &
active living, and health access, except there are significant disparities by race and ethnicity
related to obesity, physical inactivity, receipt of Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
benefits, and stroke deaths; and higher rates of cancer and people of color are at greater risk of being
uninsured, not receiving preventive care, and dying from cancer. Roseville HSA is similar to the state
average in mental and behavioral health, however, have slightly higher rates of suicide deaths and
fewer mental health providers per capita.2
“We are not serving our young people. We have failed our youth. We need to support mental
health for teenagers and youth experiencing homelessness.”
Serial Requests
Upon revisiting the policy of awarding funds to a single organization on a regular/annual basis, the
majority of stakeholders support funding programs or services year-after-year as long as the
organizations are achieving results towards funding priorities. Stakeholders also believe regular
grantees could be held to higher standards such as sharing budgets and sustainability plans. There is
also interest in incentivizing or prioritizing new ideas or innovative programs and funding pilot
projects.
Recommendation
We recommend the GAC fund new project ideas and one-time requests, referred to as
strategic grants differently than currently funded programs. The GAC should set aside a
percentage of funds for innovative projects or new programs and one-time requests. Strategic
granting supports adaptive approaches to address community needs that require collaboration,
experimentation and learning. An example of a strategic grant could be funding an organization that
has an idea for a new program that they believe would have a great impact in the community and
need financial support to pilot. Another example of a strategic grant could be an organization that
needs a “big ticket” item through a one-time request such as a vehicle or a refrigerator in order to
continue or expand operations.
The GAC should continue to make grants for ongoing services, referred to as operational grants but
do so on a biennial basis. Biennial granting for operating support is a best practice in granting as it
allows organizations to build a stronger base of operations, plan ahead, build capacity, and reduces
the administrative burden on grantees.3 Philanthropic organizations and comparable cities that fund
2

https://about.kaiserpermanente.org/content/dam/internet/kp/comms/import/uploads/2019/09/Roseville-CHNA2019.pdf
3
https://www.ncrp.org/publications/good-grantmaking-practices
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community services use the biennial granting model.4/5 Biennial granting also frees up GAC time (less
applications to review every year) to focus on strategic grantmaking opportunities. GAC should
continue to require current grantees to report on measurable results at least annually and consider
performance when considering requests for renewed funding.
Focus Years
There is little interest amongst stakeholders in establishing focus years – where grant funding would
be strategically directed towards a single cause. Most believe changing focus every year would not
allow enough time to make a meaningful impact and would negatively impact continuity of funding
for important community services. Stakeholders acknowledged that there are already other City and
County efforts addressing community needs - including services for high priority needs like
homelessness and health - and that even a year’s worth of CBF funds cannot address these needs
alone but could supplement other efforts when distributed strategically. There is interest in focusing
the priority of the grant funding and establishing a structure to fund across community priorities.
Recommendation
GAC should focus grants on one goal - to Make Roseville Healthier. Health should be defined
broadly, utilizing the social determinants of health framework as identified in the green
section of Figure 3 below. The GAC should coordinate funding with other city and county health
efforts to supplement funding where there may be higher needs or service gaps.
Funding Priorities
The first community
workshop, survey results and
stakeholder interviews
provided a clear picture of
constituents’ feedback
around funding priorities and
community needs. The
community workshop “sticky
wall” output (as seen in the
photo) may be found in
Attachment E.

4
5

https://cityoflakewood.us/community-services/human-services-grants/
http://www.ashland.or.us/Page.asp?NavID=15304
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The highest priority issues to fund based on community feedback are:
• Improved access to safe, affordable housing for all
• More vocational education and training opportunities for all ages
• Increased access to healthier food options for lower income communities
• Kinder, more inclusive & connected community
• Improved access to quality arts and cultural resources for all
• Improved physical, mental, and behavioral health and wellness
“The homeless issue itself is huge. Personally, I think it needs to be taken up at city or
county level. Nonprofits wouldn’t be able to take up the issue as a whole…”
The results of the survey included many respondents identifying a need to address the growing
homeless issue in the community by prioritizing funding for homeless services. Additional responses
to prioritizing funding included:
• 53% Improve access to physical and mental health care
• 50% Reduce personal and property crimes
• 41% A more educated community with better access to vocational training
• 35% Improve access to housing for all
When constituents were asked via survey what the best way to prioritize grant funding, there were
more responses to addressing specific needs in the community (71%) versus using funding to benefit
as much of the community as possible (48%). This was a dilemma that often came up during
interviews as well.

Figure 2: Survey results when asked what the best way to prioritize grant funding. Respondents could choose up to two.

Recommendation
The GAC should prioritize funding based on the high-level goal to make Roseville healthier
(center circle of Figure 3 below) which should not change over time, then use the social
determinants of health framework as the broader definition of health (second, green circle of Figure 3
below) to organize and streamline the priorities identified by the community in workshops (outer, blue
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circle of Figure 3 below). The funding priorities in the outer circle should change over time as the
needs in the community change.
The GAC should coordinate funding in these priority areas with other City and County health efforts
to supplement funding where there may be higher needs or service gaps – for instance around health
disparities noted in the Community Health Needs Assessment. This could be achieved by establishing
a structure that identifies percentages of strategic and operational grants for each of the funding
priorities (as outlined in the next section) based on the need and service gaps in the community. For
example, the City could decide to focus 50% of funding towards improving access to affordable
housing for all and set aside 10% of that funding for strategic grants and the remaining 90% would
go towards operational grants.
The City should also increase communication about the grant program and the identified funding
priorities and promote the outcomes.

Improved Access
to safe, affordable
housing for all

More
vocational
education
and training
opportunities
for all ages

Kinder,
more
inclusive &
connected
community

Neighborhood
& Physical
Environment

Food

Education

Healthy
Community
Health
Care System
Community
& Social Context

Increased
access to
healthier
food options
for lower
income
communities

Improved
physical,
mental and
behavioral
health, and
wellness

Improved
access to quality
arts & cultural
resources for all

Figure 3: The center circle represents the primary focus of the GAC and will remain the same over time. The next circle, in green,
represents the social determinants of health framework, and the outer circle represents funding priorities identified by stakeholders
during the community consensus workshop which are anticipated to change over time as community needs change.
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Measures of Success
There is agreement amongst stakeholders around using a mixture of qualitative and quantitative data
to measure the success of the grant program. Survey respondents (77%) agreed that specific data
should be used to measure quantity of outcomes – such as number of people served, services
delivered, things built, etc). Qualitative measures such as sharing stories should be used to
demonstrate impact and quality of services. Stakeholders recommend improving the metrics used to
measure the impact of grant awards through standardizing and clarifying GAC funding priorities.
Workshop participants refined the funding priorities and developed a menu of possible performance
measures during the performance measurement workshop. The result of the workshop and the menu
of possible measures in Figure 4 below (also found in Attachment H) provides a starting point, not a
final or cumulative list of ways to measure performance. Just as the needs in the community will
change over time, so will the measures. The menu of measures should be refined and updated using
the worksheets used during the performance measures workshop which can be found in Attachment
F. The menu of possible measures provides options for applicants to choose one or two to for
reporting in order to track progress towards the collective impact.
Neighborhood & Physical Environment

Menu of Measures
Target: Healthy Community

c

Measures represent ways in which grants/grantees efforts toward achieving
priorities may be measured and tracked toward the Healthy Community
target.

c
c
c
c

More educated and accepting
More engaged & equipped parents
Vocational training for anyone interested in
work
Higher high school graduation rates
Increase in continuing education beyond high
school
Decrease in unemployment overall
Decrease in unemployment among specific
groups – disabled, minority, etc.

Community/Social Context:
Kinder, more inclusive & connected community
Increased Community Volunteering
c
c
c

Donated items
Donated time
Donated funds

Food
Neighborhood
& Physical
Environment

More
vocational
education
and training
opportunities
for all ages

Food

Education

Healthy
Community

Kinder,
more
inclusive &
connected
community

Health
Care System
Community
& Social Context

Increased
access to
healthier
food options
for lower
income
communities

Improved
physical,
mental and
behavioral
health, and
wellness

Improved
access to quality
arts & cultural
resources for all

Acceptance of all Community Members
c Participants at community activities reflect local
demographics
c New attendees at community activities
Connection to People & Information in the Community
c Increased Visitors to Roseville online resources
(website/social media/flashvote)
c Increased relational connections with others in the
community
c Increased attendance at community events

Fewer police call-outs re: domestic violence,
sex assault, and trafficking
How many people retain housing
Fewer requests for utility assistance
Increased rental for units that accept pets
Reduction in requests for homeless
prevention shelter & housing

Improved Access
to safe, affordable
housing for all

More vocational education training and
training opportunities for all ages
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

Nutritional food options/access for
lower income communities
Fewer kids on free- and reduced-price
lunch

c
c

Health Care System

Improved Mental Health (well-being)
c
c
c
c

Less drug overdoses
Less DUI arrests
Less incidences of domestic violence
Less suicide attempts

Improved Physical Health
c Lower hypertension rates
c Lower diabetes rates
c Lower obesity rates
c Fewer ER visits

Community/Social Context:
Improved access to quality arts & cultural resources
c
c
c
c
c

Proposed outcome increases organization capacity to provide
relevant services
Target audience meets or exceeds goals
Increase of # of quality activities or events delivered
Increased enrollment or attendance in events and/or activities
Creation of new artistic works reflective of the community &
add value to the environment

Figure 4: Funding priorities and menu of possible performance measures to track progress towards a collective impact.
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Recommendations
The GAC should implement measures and targets for each funding priority based on input
from workshops using the menu of possible measures and develop an implementation plan to
refine the measures and at what frequency to do so. Measures should respond to three different
levels:
1) Quantity – how much did we do?
2) Quality – how well did we do it?
3) Is anyone better off?
We recommend developing a logic model to demonstrate the theory of change that supports grant
request.6 A logic model outlines: the relationship between what you have- the resources; what you dothe activities; what you produce- the outputs; and, the results- or outcomes. A logic model is one way
to describe or demonstrate the underlying theory of change, which also usually includes the bigger
picture like the things that can’t be controlled. Logic models for each funding priority could be
created by GAC, or they could be created by applicants and described in their grant proposals.
We also recommend the use of a Collective Impact Model – based on the observation that
organizations working together towards the same goal are more likely to make progress towards
solving complex problems together than if they were working on their own. A collective impact
initiative surpasses collaboration in a few important ways that the grants program already has going
for it – shared goals, measures, a coordinating committee (GAC), open communication, and the
resources to sustain it and support activities like convening a community-wide collaboration on
priorities and results.7/8
Scope and Ranking Methodology
Stakeholders agreed that there is a need to streamline current service categories and that GAC
should strive to make a greater impact by fully funding fewer, larger grants that serve the highest
needs of the community while also considering the greater good.
Recommendations
We recommend using the social determinants of health as the framework and focusing on the
priorities identified by the community in workshops in the next grantmaking cycle. GAC
should establish a structure that identifies percentages of strategic and operational grants for each
of the funding priorities. This could include full funding of grant requests in one priority area to make
a greater impact and determining percentage for a second and third funding priority based on the
need and service gaps in the community. For example, the City could decide to focus 50% of funding
towards improving access to affordable housing for all and set aside 10% of that funding for strategic
6

https://hewlett.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Outcome_Focused_Grantmaking_March_2012_0.pdf
https://www.councilofnonprofits.org/tools-resources/collective-impact
8
https://www.sopact.com/perspectives/collective-impact-model
7
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grants and the remaining 90% would go towards operational grants. The City could decide to focus
30% of funding on improved physical, mental and behavioral health and wellness and set aside 20%
of that funding for strategic grants and the remaining 80% would go towards operational grants.
We also recommend a blend of “transactional” and “transformational” metrics – specific data should
be used to measure quantity of outcomes – such as number of people served, services delivered,
things built, etc). Qualitative measures such as sharing stories should be used to demonstrate the
quality of services and the impact.
Administrative Costs
GAC administrative costs are currently covered by the City General Fund, in the amount of $28,000.
This is a relatively low cost in relation to the $360,000 in grants awarded and stakeholders agree that
there are additional benefits to the City administering the grants program including learning
opportunities for city staff and commissioners.
Recommendation
We recommend the City continue to support administrative costs of the grant program through
City general funds.
Additional Available Funds for Grants
There aren’t currently any practical missed opportunities identified by stakeholders within Roseville
or the County to significantly increase money available for grants. Stakeholders report that a lot of
businesses in the community are already donating to causes but there may be an opportunity to
promote the CBF with new businesses moving into the community. Some suggested City-sponsored
fundraisers as a way to raise funds. There is an opportunity to increase purchasing power of grants by
requiring organizations that receive operational grants to document real or in-kind matching funds.
Recommendation
The GAC should consider requiring real- or in-kind matching funds when awarding
operational grants to organizations.
Improving Efficiencies and Determining Effectiveness
A common theme throughout interviews and community
workshops was the need for clearer expectations, policy, and
procedures to improve efficiencies and determine effectiveness
of grant funding. Stakeholders agreed it is difficult to understand
and trust decision-making when policies are unclear or lack
transparency.
Roseville Community Needs Assessment
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Recommendation
The GAC should update the policy manual in response to the needs assessment and define
policies in-writing. Transitioning to biennial granting for operational grants will improve
efficiencies by decreasing paperwork for grantees and the GAC, freeing up time to focus on strategic
grantmaking opportunities. Determining the effectiveness and impact of the grants program requires
strategy, planning, collaboration, and focus on outcomes.9 This can be accomplished through
developing stronger relationships with grantees; inviting grantees to present at GAC meetings,
formalizing site visits, and supporting relationships and collaboration between grantees. We
recommend acting on opportunities to “match” grantees and supporting peer learning and technical
assistance. Sharing grantee performance results could also be used to improve services provided.

Conclusion

The challenges that the City of Roseville faces are not necessarily unique, but the foresight of city
leaders to develop CBF, the generous spirit of REACH funds, and the compassion and dedication of
community organizations are special. The recommendations in this report provide a framework that
will remain a relevant guide for GAC recommendations and City Council funding decisions for years
to come while also allowing the flexibility to adapt to changes and needs in the community.

Attachments
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

9

Interview Protocol
Interview Themes
Flash Survey Data
Roseville 2019 Point-in-Time Report
Community Workshop Results “Sticky Wall”
Performance Measurement Worksheets “How to Measure Impact”
Performance Measurement Workshop Results “Sticky Wall”
Funding Priorities and Menu of Possible Measures

https://results4america.org/what-works-toolkit/
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Attachment A

City of Roseville Community Needs Assessment
Interview Protocol
Introduction: Thank you for your willingness to be interviewed today. We are working with the City of
Roseville on a community needs assessment. This is the second phase of work that began with the
historical assessment of the grant program in 2013. Our role is to further explore policy and funding
topics identified during the historical assessment. The results of this assessment will be used to develop
recommendations for a Grants Strategic Plan and is anticipated to be implemented in the FY2021/22
grant funding cycle.
We have a list of prepared questions, and will be taking notes, but nothing you say will be attributed to you
by name to encourage candid responses. Do you have any questions before we begin?

Attendees:

Date:

Question
Please tell us a little more about yourself, your
position/role and your organization.
What is your experience with the grant program and/or
Grants Advisory Commission?
In your opinion, what is the most important
accomplishment achieved with the grant funding?
What do you think is the best way to measure success of
the grant program?
In what ways do you think the GAC could improve the
metrics used to measure the impact of the grant awards
on the community?
(ex: transactional/ quantitative, transformational/
qualitative, etc)
What opportunities do you see to increase yearly grant
funds?
(ex: solicit businesses, fundraise, philanthropic
partnerships, etc)
What opportunities do you see to improve efficiencies
and determine effectiveness of grant funding?
Do you think the administrative costs of administering
the Grant Program should be supported by the General
Fund or covered by Grant Funds?

Response

16
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The current grant service categories are: At-Risk
Populations, Arts & Education, Capital Projects,
Community Building, Environment & Animal Services,
Health and Human Services. Do you think these are still
the right categories? Are there ways to streamline?
What are your thoughts about funding by service
category – for example rotating annually on focus areas
and/or setting aside percentages of funds to each
category?
What are your thoughts about revisiting serial requests –
the policy of awarding funds to a single organization on a
regular/annual basis?
Do you see a need for prioritizing funding? If so, how
would you go about determining what service category
should be prioritized?
What are your thoughts on establishing focus years –
where grant funding would be strategically directed
towards a single cause or a focused set of causes.
Conclusion
Are there any reports or data sources you think are
important for us to be aware of in this process?
Anything else you think is important for us to know?
Anyone you think we should be sure to interview?
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Roseville CNA Stakeholder Interview Coding

Totals

In your opinion, what is the most important accomplishment achieved with the grant funding?
Makes Roseville special/Shows a sense of community/making a difference serving needs of community
Who are we serving - larger & smaller grants; breadth of service
Gives funding to small grassroots orgs/seed money
Using both GAC funds and CDBG funds
Focus on "better" work, new projects
Discretionary funding is possible/available
Tangible things in commuity everyone uses - i.e. universally accessable park
Moving toward funding larger grants and big impact projects and fewer small grants/orgs
Has encourage great partnership/philanthropy with area businesses

8
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Mixture
and to
quantitative/follow
Has
beenofa qualitative
struggle; Hard
calculate - humanup
side - cost and value; Numbers of people served - can be hard to verify (i.e with
arts programs, parks)
Measurable data aligned with mission
Impact and number of citizens it affects
Social determinants of health - outcomes
Determining identity of GAC
Telling stories is important

8
5
3
3
2
1
1

What do you think is the best way to measure success of the grant program?

In what ways do you think the GAC could improve the metrics used to measure the impact of the grant awards on the
community?
Standardize/make clear what GAC is prioritizing for funding
How many people minimally are being served (by particular program)
Come to agreement with grantees on how to measure success/clear about what data GAC is requesting
Provide training for potential grantees (ideas to include: match funding, data collection, using public reports to identify/prove
need)
Determine extent funding is being used for purpose (Mid-cycle check)
Request data bi-annually (every other year)
Provide in-service training for GAC commissioners to ensure consistent scoring
Don't have stringent reoporting requirements - GAC members arent trained to read them.
Best if grantee raises some of the needed funds - not exclusively reliant on public funding/grants

6
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
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Attachment B

What opportunities do you see to increase yearly grant funds?
Matching fund
Business community (may need to see tax benefit)
Challenging to ask for more funds from already philanthropic community
City fundraisers - Quilt fundraiser, festival proceeds; new fundraisers like Rose Planter Sculptures around town
Big project - i.e. healthcare w Kaiser or Adventis Health
Sacramento Regional Foundation
Placer Community Foundation
Development agreements with new developers/City Manager
Expand REACH program
Placer Land Grant
Council discretionary fund

6
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

What opportunities do you see to improve efficiencies and determine effectiveness of grant funding?
Clearer expectations, policy and procedures for applicants
Annual reports added to website for accountability and transparency
Funding by function - hone in on categories
Should grants go to Roseville organizations or those serving the greater community
Two tracks: 1) big projects, 2) operations
Storytelling showcase/educational event - w/ voting on prioritized need/service category through purchased tickets
Invite applicants to present on org during GAC mtg
Favorably score matching funds
Don't score down if org doesn't have matching funds
Grants to orgs that are collaborating together
Provide mulit-year (3 yr) operating support grants - which reduces annual reporting

7
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Do you think the administrative costs of administering the Grant Program should be supported by the General Fund or
covered by Grant Funds?
Costs s/b supported by general fund, not grant funds
City offers grant writing workshop
Ask grantees their methods for measuring success/what resources they have to measure
Believe orgs have capacity to collect data/doesn’t need to be burdonsome. Just need direction.
Start factoring in the overhead cost of administering the grant program

3
2
1
1
1
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The current grant service categories are: At-Risk Populations, Arts & Education, Capital Projects, Community Building,
Environment & Animal Services, Health and Human Services. Do you think these are still the right categories? Are there ways
to streamline?
Yes, streamline. Need fewer categories/not duplicate or overlapping
Since fund originally came from hospital, should be applied along similar lines; look at original intent of GAC
Community Needs Assessment should guide before determining categories
What is the definition of need or benefit?
Categories creates creative writing on behalf of agencies to fit into prioritized service categories.
Would prefer funding arts, music, culture - see bigger benefit - quality of life
Need parameters for what it's NOT intended for
Embedded social work at Police Dept - Adults and children
Seniors aging.
Focus limited funds on core neighborhoods and non-profits that serve them.

9
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

What are your thoughts about funding by service category – for example rotating annually on focus areas and/or setting
aside percentages of funds to each category?
Better; able to do more/full funding, fewer grantees
Need a framework for grants vs. discretionary; non-subjective scoring
Required paperwork must be done to be eligible
Orgs getting funding from multiple pots of city money - possibly adjust scoring?
Thinks a community survey could help determine priorities

5
3
1
1
1

What are your thoughts about revisiting serial requests - the policy of awarding funds to a single organization on a
regular/annual basis?
Fund smaller, startup, more innovative programs; new ideas
Caution orgs that expect/rely on annual grant
Look at additional funding groups receive - orgs must be transparent about their budgets
Need to implement return on investment reporting
Consider if org provides unique (only) service in community
Don't punish old standbys - if prgram is doing good things, continue to fund

3
3
2
1
1
1
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Do you see a need for prioritizing funding? If so, how would you go about determining what service category should be
prioritized?
Funding c/b allotted by percent of target; critical, less critical, not critical - Developmental Model of prioritizing
(strategic/innovative vs annual/operational/sustainable); different "pots"
Yes
Catching people "on the way down" - before becoming homeless/procative programming; i.e. youth program
Project budget vs. operating budget - not rec'ing fund shouldn't impact project.
Score higher for collaborative projects
Focus on City council goals and community feedback.
Difficult dilemma arts vs hot meals (value both)
Need a clear ruberic for decision making
Prioiritize underservd categories such as environment or animals
Score higher for projects which cover multiple categories

7
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

What are your thoughts on establishing focus years – where grant funding would be strategically directed towards a single
cause or a focused set of causes.
Focus priority, plus structure for some funding for other things
Good if after a year meant able to get data/learn outcome and impact
2-year cycle
Possibly align focus with REACH program
If focus years, would depend on expecations of results and clear on decision to do so?
More focused funding leads to more success within those categories and city could fund smaller categories that need funding.

3
1
1
1
1
1

What are constituents concerned about? Biggest need?
Homelessness (although underlying issues at play also; is a symptom)
Mental health
Underserved youth
Transportation/Traffic
Ripe for gentrification
Affordable housing
Not much consituent outreach
Medical/Cancer
Safe and healthy community/parks/sports

13
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
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City of Roseville
Community Needs Assessment
FlashVote Survey Results

Roseville Community Needs Assessment
FlashVote Survey Results
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Sticky Wall

December 10, 2019
Kinder, more
accepting &
inclusive
community

More educated
& accepting
community

Vocational
training for
anyone
interested in
work

Kinder, more
accepting &
diverse
community

Healthy +
engaged youth
contributing
to their county

Increased
community
access for
people with
disabilities

More diversity

Increased
ethnic, social
economic
diversity

More
community
involvement

Education
about and in
community re
how to be a
great citizen

Intergenerational
opportunities &
Interaction

A more
engaged
community
through
volunteering
Increase
inclusivity
LGBT+, lang.
access, physical/
developmental
disability

More
community
input in award
priorities

Healthier
Community

Greater access
to dentistry
and optometry

Nutritional
food
options/access;
lower income
communities

Greater access
to mental
health care

Integrated
cancer care

Trauma
informed
community
programs

Healthcare
related services
& patient
support

Adequate
mental health
care

Affordable
accessible
health care

Improved
mental health
(lower
suicides)

More inclusive
health access

Increased
access to
medical care

Stronger,
more Informed
& Financially
Stable NonProfits that
Meet Needs of
Residents

Rotating focus
for grant
awards

Help as many
groups as
possible

Easier access
to info on web
(aards,
amounts,
reports)
Seed $ to help
groups find
their own
support

Non-profit
capacity
building

Stronger
Families &
Individuals

Strong social
services safety
net

Less kids on
free & reduced
lunch

More engaged
+ equipped
parents safety
net

Increased
access to
family
resources

Creating
support
systems for
every child

More visibility
for all nonprofits

Green stickies represent column headings/descriptors created by workshop participants to classify ideas which follow in yellow/blue/orange
(the latter colors have no significance other than distinguishing one column from another).

Improved
Access to
Housing
for All

Increased
Access to
Services

Fewer
Personal &
Property
Crimes

Less crime

Affordable
housing

Clear access to
Senior
Services
(knowledge)

More
affordable
housing

Greater
accessibility
for services
(days + hours
of the week)

Violence
prevention;
youth,
intimate
partner, gang

Less homeless

Access to
Transportation

Fewer
Homeless
Animals

Safe
affordable
housing

Improved
access to
housing for all

Thriving Arts
Community
& Residents
Engaged in
Events
Thriving arts
community

Less homeless
animals

Community
spay & neuter
programs

Engaging arts
& cultural
events in
community
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City of Roseville: Community Needs Assessment
Workshop: How to Measure Impact
Draft Goal:
Test A: Is the goal a
result?

Action-oriented goals are tasks, projects, milestones, activities. They are hard to
meaningfully measure. We want results-oriented goals because they are statements about
how something will change for the better (e.g. decrease traffic fatalities; increase
graduation rates; keep projects on-time and within budget, etc.).
If no, write down the most important intended result(s).
Test B: Are there
Weasel word examples: Agile, benefits, capacity, diversity, efficiency, holistic, inclusive,
any weasel words?
livability, productivity, sustainability.
If yes, replace the weasel words with plain language and write the new result(s):
Weasel words:

Meaning:

Test C: Is the goal
Multi-focused goal example: Customers get their orders within the time they expected, for
multi-focused?
the cost they expected, and in as few steps as they expected.
If yes, write a separate result statement for each one area of focus:

Rewrite the draft goal as a results-oriented goal with no weasel words and a single focus. If you split out a multifocused goal into more than one goal, write them all here.

Rewrite the results-oriented goal here.
koneconsulting.com
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List sensory evidence of the result (When result is attained, we will see/hear/smell/taste/touch…)
Sense:
Description of evidence:
See
Hear
Smell
Taste
Touch
Create Potential
A performance measure is a quantification that provides objective evidence of the degree
Measures:
to which a result is occurring over time. *See next page for strength and feasibility ratings.
Potential measure
Strength
Feasibility
Select?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Check the Bigger Picture: What could be the unintended consequences of achieving this result (e.g. diverting
resources away from other strategic activities, minority groups could be disadvantaged, etc.)? Are there causeand-effect or companion-or-conflict relationships to other results? What other results might you need to measure
to help avoid these consequences?
Name and describe the measures:
Measure Name:
Measure Description:

If our grantees were providing services and reporting on the above measures, would we know our
City of Roseville community is getting healthier?

koneconsulting.com
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Rating

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Strength
The measure could signal changes in the
opposite direction to how the goal is
actually tracking.
The measure could signal changes that
correlate poorly with how the goal is
actually tracking.
The measure could signal changes that
don’t correlate strongly with how the goal
is actually tracking.
Could rely in part on this measure, but
other measures are needed to track the
goal.
Could rely mostly on this measure, but
another measure would be useful to track
the goal.
Could rely solely on this measure as
sufficient evidence to track the goal.
Could rely solely on this measure as
complete evidence to track the goal.

Feasibility
Don’t have the data and it is impossible to get
the data, at any cost.
Don’t have the data and getting it is definitely
more costly than we can afford.
Don’t have the data, and while we can afford to
get it, the benefit isn’t worth the cost of getting
it.
Don’t have the data, but we can afford to get it
and the benefit is worth the cost of getting it.
Have some of the data, and/or can easily get all
the data needed.
Have most of the data and can easily get the
rest.
Already have the right data for this measure.

For more information on developing performance measures, see Practical Performance Measures by Stacy Barr.

koneconsulting.com
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Attachment G

Healthier Community
Neighborhood &
Physical
Environment
Improved access to
safe, affordable
housing for all

Education

Community & Social Context

Food

More vocational
Increased access to
education and
healthier food
training opportunities
options for lower
for all ages
income communities

Fewer police call-outs for
domestic violence, sex
assault and trafficking

More educated and
accepting

Nutritional food
options/access for lower
income communities

How many people retain
housing

More engaged &
equipped parents

Fewer kids on free- and
reduced-priced lunch

Fewer requests for utility
assistance
Increased rental for units
that accept pets

Kinder, more inclusive & connected community

Increased community
volunteering

Acceptance of all
community members

Donated items

Participants at
community activities
reflect local
demographics

Vocational training for
anyone interested in
work

Donated time

New attendees at
community activities

Higher HS Graduation
rates

Donated funds

Reduction in requests for Increase in continuing
homeless prevention
education beyond high
shelter & housing
school

Connection to people &
information in the
community

Health Care System

Improved access to
quality arts & cultural
resources for all

Improved physical, mental and behavioral
health, and wellness.

Proposed outcome
increases organization
capacity to procide
relevant services

Improved Mental Health
Improved physical health
(well-being)

Increased visitors to
Roseville online resources Target audience meets or
(website/social
exceeds goal
media/flashvote)
Increased relational
Increase of # of quality
connections with others in activities or events
the community
delivered
Increased enrollment or
Increased attendance at
attendance in events
community events
and/or activities
Creation of new artistic
works that are reflective
of the community & add
value to the environment

Less drug overdoses

Lower hypertension rates

Less DUI arrests

Lower diabetes rates

Less incidences of
domestic violence

Lower obesity rates

Less suicide attempts

Fewer ER visits

Decrease in
unemployment overall
Decrease in
unemployment among
specific groups - disabled,
minority, etc.
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Attachment H
Neighborhood & Physical Environment

Menu of Measures
Target: Healthy Community

c

Measures represent ways in which grants/grantees efforts toward achieving
priorities may be measured and tracked toward the Healthy Community
target.

Improved Access
to safe, affordable
housing for all

More vocational education training and
training opportunities for all ages
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

More educated and accepting
More engaged & equipped parents
Vocational training for anyone interested in
work
Higher high school graduation rates
Increase in continuing education beyond high
school
Decrease in unemployment overall
Decrease in unemployment among specific
groups – disabled, minority, etc.

Community/Social Context:
Kinder, more inclusive & connected community
Increased Community Volunteering
c
c
c

Donated items
Donated time
Donated funds

Food
Neighborhood
& Physical
Environment

More
vocational
education
and training
opportunities
for all ages

Food

Education

Healthy
Community

Kinder,
more
inclusive &
connected
community

Health
Care System
Community
& Social Context

Increased
access to
healthier
food options
for lower
income
communities

Improved
physical,
mental and
behavioral
health, and
wellness

Improved
access to quality
arts & cultural
resources for all

Acceptance of all Community Members
c Participants at community activities reflect local
demographics
c New attendees at community activities
Connection to People & Information in the Community
c Increased Visitors to Roseville online resources
(website/social media/flashvote)
c Increased relational connections with others in the
community
c Increased attendance at community events

c
c
c
c

Fewer police call-outs re: domestic violence,
sex assault, and trafficking
How many people retain housing
Fewer requests for utility assistance
Increased rental for units that accept pets
Reduction in requests for homeless
prevention shelter & housing

Nutritional food options/access for
lower income communities
Fewer kids on free- and reduced-price
lunch

c
c

Health Care System

Improved Mental Health (well-being)
c
c
c
c

Less drug overdoses
Less DUI arrests
Less incidences of domestic violence
Less suicide attempts

Improved Physical Health
c Lower hypertension rates
c Lower diabetes rates
c Lower obesity rates
c Fewer ER visits

Community/Social Context:
Improved access to quality arts & cultural resources
c
c
c
c
c

Proposed outcome increases organization capacity to provide
relevant services
Target audience meets or exceeds goals
Increase of # of quality activities or events delivered
Increased enrollment or attendance in events and/or activities
Creation of new artistic works reflective of the community &
add value to the environment
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